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The module „Wheelset Ma-
nagement“ is a specific add-
on module to Rail Asset. While 
Rail Asset is focusing on the 
entire rail vehicle, the modu-
le Wheelset Management fo-
cuses solely on the vehicle‘s 

PREFACE
wheelsets. It is used for pro-
fessional monitoring of rol-
ling stocks wheelsets, as well 
as for the administration and 
documentation of the mainte-
nance of wheelsets over their 
product life cycle. Therefo-

re, it represents a specialized 
form of asset management 
for components and equip-
ment, which meets the tech-
nical requirements for wheel-
sets, based on given standards.
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MEASURING PROCESS
The measurements can be taken and 
stored manually, or as recommen-
ded, via measuring systems. Data 
from wheelset lathes, underfloor lat-
hes or stationary measuring stations 
can also be imported via an interface. 
When measuring the wheel profiles, 

the data can be displayed graphical-
ly, individually or superimposed. The 
basis for the measurements are ex-
tensive limit and measurement value 
tables, which logically and reciprocally 
check the validity of measured values.

Measuring Devices

Standard Interface

Data: Generation

Measurement of
wheelsets

Data: Evaluation

Comparison with 
limit value tables

Data: Import

 Import data into
Asset Management

Data: Storage

Tracability and
documentation

Data: Analysis

Demand planning
of wheelsets 

(fleet perspective)

Creation of 
maintenance order

Reprofiling
or change
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Wheelset management enables and includes:

In order to improve railway safety and in-
teroperability, Boom Wheelset Manage-
ment complies with the norm DIN EN 15313. 
For each wheelset type, a limit va-
lue table for operating limit dimen-
sions can be created and assigned.
These limits are according to  the norm.

DIN EN 15313

WHEELSET BIOGRAPHY

The formal description of technical master data
Manufacturing characteristics
The mapping of maintenance strategies
Recurring inspections and measurements
Performed maintenance activities
Installation documentation over the time line
Mileage recording via counter
Determination and tracking of maintenance 
dates derived from this data

ECM CONFORMITY

Mastering
ECM 3
standards

Rail Asset in combination with Wheelset Management covers the manage-
ment, maintenance and documentation of wheelsets over their lifetime. 
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ECM 3 managers benefit from complete, end-to-end documen-
tation of the rolling stock‘s wheelsets. The Wheelset Management 
provides an overview of upcoming maintenance deadlines, as well 
as a prediction of the wheelset‘s life cycle, in order to be able to 
schedule your rail vehicles for maintenance in a timely manner. 

Creation and tracking of rail vehicles and their components
Management of safety-critical components
Traceability of maintenance activities
Management and monitoring of usage restrictions
Warranty monitoring
Management of certified workshops
Linking and provision of sensor data at vehicle and component level

The term „wheelset biography“ is equated with 
the term „life cycle file+“. The unique difference is 
that it is not limited to the maintenance history - It 
rather offers a holistic view on wheelsets.
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Optimal demand planning
Based on the measured data and the calcula-
tion of the further wear development, the de-
mand of wheelsets is calculated. In this case 
the optimal demand planning is guaranteed.

Limit value table
For each wheelset type, a limit value table for 
operating limit dimensions can be created and 
assigned. Limits are according to norm EN 15313.

Profile comparison
Atypical wear development is detected by profi-
le comparison. By including further parameters 
concerning the wheelset and its use, conclusi-
ons can be drawn to determine the cause of it.

Wheelset biography
The wheelset management software records 
and stores all events related to the wheel-
set. Thus you get to know the entire life cyc-
le of a wheelset including also the techni-
cal, operational and commercial parameters.

FEATURES
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Assurance of ECM 3 conformity Better usage of material due to 
optimized maintenance cycles

Transparency and control of 
wheel applications

Perfect utilization of the 
maintenance facilities

High availability of trains on 
track due to less down-times

Ensure rail safety standards

YOUR BENEFITS
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